Aspiny neurons and their local axons in the neostriatum of the rat: a correlated light and electron microscopic study of Golgi-impregnated material.
Three types of neuron with smooth (aspiny) dendrites could be distinguished in the Golgi-impregnated rat neostriatum. Examples of each type of aspiny neuron were found with local axon collaterals within the neostriatum and these were selected for gold- toning and examination in the electron microscope. One type of aspiny neuron had an elongated, usually spindle-shaped, medium-size soma with two, or rarely three, primary dendrites originating from opposite poles of the cell; one example of this type of neuron had two separate axons. The second type of aspiny neuron had a nearly round, medium-size soma with four primary dendrites that branched profusely quite close to the cell body. A third type of aspiny neuron had a very large polygonal-shaped cell body. Afferent axon terminals were found in synaptic contact with the dendrites and cell bodies of all three types of aspiny neuron. Axon collaterals of each type of neuron displayed varicosities which, when examined in the electron microscope, were frequently found to be boutons making synaptic contact. All such synaptic contacts had symmetrical membrane specializations and the most common postsynaptic targets were dendritic shafts, sometimes spine-bearing. Dendritic spines themselves also received synapses from each type of neuron. No axosomatic synapses involving boutons of identified axons were found. One example of a synapse between an axon collateral of an aspiny neuron and one of the same neuron's dendrites (an ' autapse ') was demonstrated by electron microscopy. It is concluded that the synaptic terminals of at least four types of neuron, the three aspiny types described here and the medium-size densely spiny neuron, participate in local circuit interactions in the neostriatum.